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Monday - Saturday
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Check online for updates

Welcome to a  
Season of Reading!

There was a festive, energetic crowd in the 
bookstore. The kids were excited to see their 

favourite authors on the shelves, and adults were 
thrilled to see their kids excited about books.  
The adult side of the store was full of people 

enjoying all the new releases.

Then there was Dana, who stood on the desk 
yelling at everyone to “PUT ON A MASK!...”

Thankfully, this actual nightmare has not been a 
reality. Thank you for your continued cooperation. 
We are always ready to order in great books for you 
and help with your shopping needs.

You may have heard that the supply chain for books 
is having a rough year. We are trying really hard to 
stock up early but please place your Christmas special 
orders as soon as possible. If we can’t get exactly 
what  you want, we will have the perfect alternative.

REMINDER: PLEASE HAVE YOUR 
XMAS SPECIAL ORDERS IN ASAP!

Gift Certificates, available
in any denomination, 
make the perfect gift.
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500 Years of Indigenous Resistance by Gord Hill
With strong, plain language and evocative 
illustrations, this new edition brilliantly reveals the 
tenacity and perseverance of Indigenous peoples 
as they endured 500-plus years of persecution: a 
necessary antidote to conventional histories of the 
Americas. $19.95 PB

Richard Wagamese Selected: What Comes from 
Spirit by Richard Wagamese
Treasure these words from one of Canada’s most 
celebrated Indigenous authors in this carefully 
curated collection of Wagamese’s non-fiction 
pieces, including essays and columns, along with 
preserved social media and blog posts – many 
appearing for the first time in print. $24.95 HC

Me Tomorrow: Indigenous Views on the Future 
Edited by Drew Hayden Taylor
Artists, activists, educators and writers such as Lee 
Maracle, Darrel J. McLeod and Autumn Peltier 
come together to envision Indigenous futures in 
Canada and around the world. $22.95 PB

Luschiim’s Plants: Traditional Indigenous Foods, 
Materials and Medicines by Dr. Luschiim Arvid 
Charlie and Nancy J. Turner
This remarkable guide by Cowichan Tribe Elder 
and botanical expert Charlie will fascinate anyone 
with an interest in plants of the West Coast and their 
traditional uses. Featuring colour photos and over 
140 plants and their Hul’q’umi’num’ names. $29.95 PB

“Indian” in the Cabinet: Speaking Truth to 
Power by Jody Wilson-Raybould
Raised as the daughter of a hereditary chief and 
Indigenous leader Wilson-Raybould’s inspiring 
political memoir tells the story of why she got into 
federal politics, her proudest achievements, the 
very public SNC-Lavalin affair, and how she got 
out and moved forward. $34.99 HC

The Björkan Sagas by Harold R Johnson 
Drawing upon his Cree and Scandinavian roots, 
Harold R. Johnson combines a bold, innovative 
fusion of narrative traditions into an enchanted 
fantasy world of heroic storytellers, shrieking 
Valkyries, and fire-breathing dragons. $24.99 HC

Permanent Astonishment by Tomson Highway
Capricious, big-hearted, and joyful: an epic 
memoir from one of Canada’s most acclaimed 
Indigenous writers and performers. Highway offers 
insights, both hilarious and profound, into the 
Cree experience of culture, conquest, and survival. 
$32.95 HC

Unreconciled by Jesse Wente 
One of Canada’s most prominent Indigenous voices 
urges society to prioritize truth over reconciliation, 
to stop pretending that the relationship between 
Indigenous peoples and the state has ever been worth 
saving, and to start over. $29.95 HC

Life in the City of Dirty Water  
by Clayton Thomas-Müller
An electrifying memoir that braids together this 
Cree writer’s path from addiction and crime 
to spiritual growth and global activism and his 
ongoing adventure of working desperately to 
protect the planet and its sacred places. $29.95 HC

Where the Power Is by Karen Duffek
This beautifully illustrated volume brings together 
contemporary Indigenous knowledge holders with 
extraordinary works of historical Northwest Coast 
art that transcend the category of “art” or “artifact” 
and embody distinct ways of knowing and being in 

the world. $65.00 HC

All the Quiet Places by Brian Thomas Isaac  
Brian Isaac’s powerful coming-of-age story tells 
us what can happen when every adult in a person’s 
life has been affected by colonialism; told through 
the eyes of a young Indigenous (Syilx) boy’s 
unsentimental observations of the world around 
him. $22.00 PB

Jesintel by Natasha Frey
Jesintel—“to learn and grow together”—
characterizes the spirit of this book, which brings 
the cultural teachings of nineteen Coast Salish 
elders to new generations. It is a generous gift 
to anyone who wants to better understand the 

resilience of Indigenous communities. $52.40 PB

Shop online 24/7 at volumeone.ca or call 250-748-1533 during store hours. Pickup in-store and curbside.

Indigenous Voices

What Was Said to Me:  
The Life of Sti’tum’atul’wut,  
a Cowichan Woman  
by Ruby Peter
A must-read for anyone that 
lives in the Cowichan Valley. 
This first-person oral history 
is a narrative of resistance 
and resilience spanning seven 
decades in the life of Cowichan 
Elder and tireless Hul’q’umi’num’ language 
educator, Sti’tum’atul’wut. $24.95 PB
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Vancouver Vice by Aaron Chapman
Part murder mystery, investigative expose, 
and cultural history, the author transports 
readers back to a grittier, more chaotic time in 
Vancouver’s West End, when gambling dens 
prevailed, police listened in on wire taps, and 

hustlers plied their trade on street corners. $27.95 PB

The Liquor Vicar by Vince R Ditrich
Island-style Shakespearean-esk comedy from 
first time author and former Spirit of the West 
drummer Vince Ditrich. In this rollicking farce 
we meet protagonist Tony Vicar, failed rockstar-
turned-DJ and unlikely miracle worker. When 
Tony gives aid to the sole survivor of a car 
accident, his actions become big news but will he be able to 
face the consequences of his sudden celebrity? $18.99 PB

Possessing Meares Island by Barry Gough
A fascinating account that links early maritime 
history, Indigenous land rights, and modern 
environmental advocacy in the Clayoquot Sound 
region by award-winning author and historian 
Barry Gough. $36.95 HC

Haunting British Columbia  
by Mike McCardell
Broadcaster and bestselling author McCardell 
summons the ghost of real-life pioneer Jock 
Linn to provide hair-raising and humorous 
versions of some of the formative events that 
shaped BC. Richly illustrated with archival photos. $34.95 HC

The Science and Spirit of Seaweed  
by Amanda Swinimer
Appealing to beachcombers and foragers alike, 
this beautiful volume is filled with vibrant 
underwater photography, stunning illustrations 
and chef-inspired recipes, conveying the benefits 

and wonder of living in harmony with the ocean. $28.95 PB

O Canada Crosswords Book 22  
by Gwen Sjogren
Sharpen your pencils - featuring 75 all-new 
puzzles and lots of witty wordplay, Book 22 
combines Canadiana with other themes.  
$16.95 PB

Vancouver’s Most Haunted by Ian Gibbs 
In his new collection of spine-tingling ghost 
stories, Ian Gibbs combs the Terminal City for its 
spooks and apparitions, from Gastown to Grouse 
Mountain, West Van to New West. $20.00 PB

Murders on the Skeena by Geoff Mynett
Part history and part true-crime this new 
chronicle contains the true accounts of murders, 
crimes, and scandals—some of which remain 
unsolved to this day—in small-town northern 
British Columbia. $24.95 PB

Half Brothers and Other Stories by Bill Stenson
A surprising tale of two brothers, this is Canadian 
Literature at its best—calling forth a country 
that already exists, and it’s ours! These stories 
shimmer in summer heat under the gaze of a two-
humped mountain and in Cowichan Valley where 
author Stenson grew up and still lives.  
$19.95 PB

Unvarnished: Autobiographical Sketches  
by Emily Carr
Culled from the hand-written pages in old-
fashioned scribblers and amid drafts for her 
published stories, Unvarnished features some 
of the last unpublished and highly personal 
writings of this iconic Canadian author and 

artist. Illustrated with sketches and photographs from the BC 
Archives. $19.95 PB

Local BC
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Shop online 24/7 at volumeone.ca or call 250-748-1533 during store hours. Pickup in-store and curbside.

Fiction
Small Pleasures by Clare Chambers
Now available in Canada—the dark horse 
literary novel that has taken Britain by storm! An 
astonishing, keenly observed period piece about an 
ordinary British woman in the 1950s whose dutiful 
life takes a sudden turn into a pitched battle between 
propriety and unexpected passion. Mel’s Mum 

highly recommends! $34.99 HC

The Sentence by Louise Erdrich 
In this stunning and timely novel, Pulitzer Prize 
winning author Erdrich creates a wickedly funny 
ghost story and rich cultural odyssey that takes place 
in her real life independent bookstore in Minneapolis, 
Birchbark Books. $23.99 PB

Sharpe’s Assassin by Bernard Cornwell
SHARPE IS BACK. After a 15 year hiatus Cornwell 
returns with his iconic hero, Richard Sharpe; outsider.
hero.rogue, the one man you want on your side. This 
will be the 21st volume in the very popular historical 
fiction series! $24.99 PB

The Hunter and the Old Woman 
by Pamela Korgemagi
The Old Woman of Pamela Korgemagi’s hypnotically 
gripping novel is a North American cougar. Her 
story intertwines with a man named Hunter and 
together they portray the strength, vulnerability, and 
consciousness of two top predators. Not since Life of Pi have 
we encountered such transcendence or walked so fully in the 
footsteps of a big cat. $24.99 PB

The Memoirs of Stockholm Sven 
by Nathaniel Ian Miller
The brilliant story of one man who banishes himself 
to a solitary life in the Arctic Circle, and is saved by 
good friends, a loyal dog, and a surprise visit that 
changes everything. $35.00 HC

The River Capture by Mary Costello
Alone in his big house, Luke O’Brien has left Dublin 
to live a quiet life on the bend of the River Sullane. 
One morning a young woman arrives at his door, 
presenting Luke and his family with an almost 
impossible dilemma. $17.50 PB

Ring by André Alexis
The new genre-bending romance novel from this 
Giller award winning author! It was clear that Gwen 
and Tancred were meant to be together. But love 
never runs smooth. Gwen’s mother gives her a magic 
ring that grants its wearer the opportunity to change 
things about her beloved. But this may also be a 

curse…$22.95 PB

A Single Rose by Muriel Barbery 
Set in beautiful Kyoto, Japan – this father/daughter 
story of reconciliation balances lush, cultivated 
gardens and weighted symbolism with mischievous 
foxes, matcha, sliced eel, and sushi, all forming “one 
happy chaos” and a fascinating maze of emotional 

release. Great for bookclubs! $31.95 HC

The Guide by Peter Heller
For the person who loves a good mystery and fishing! 
The best-selling author of The River returns with a 
heart-racing, stand-alone thriller set at an elite fishing 
lodge. $36.00 HC

The Mystery of Right and Wrong  
by Wayne Johnston
This unforgettable new novel from the award-
winning author of The Colony of Unrequited 
Dreams moves from St. John’s to Cape Town 
to Amsterdam to Bergen-Belsen telling the 
compulsively readable tale of family secrets kept 

hidden for over thirty years. $36.00 HC

The Women of Troy by Pat Barker
A daring and timely feminist retelling of The Iliad 
from the perspective of the women of Troy, as they 
endure being spoils of war—an extraordinary follow 
up to The Silence of the Girls from the Booker Prize-
winning author of The Regeneration Trilogy.  An 
important, powerful, memorable book. $37.00 HC

Harlem Shuffle by Colson Whitehead
From two-time Pulitzer Prize-winning author Colson 
Whitehead, a gloriously entertaining novel of heists, 
shakedowns and rip-offs set in Harlem in the 1960s. 
Readers will be captivated by a Dickensian array of 
colorful, idiosyncratic characters in this family saga. 

$36.00 HC

The Lincoln Highway by Amor Towles
Don’t miss this latest novel from the bestselling author 
of A Gentleman in Moscow. Spanning just ten days 
and told from multiple points of view, Towles’ third 
book will be sure to satisfy fans of his multi-layered 
historical fiction. $40.00 HC

Still Life by Sarah Winman
Set between World War II and the 1980s in Italy and 
Britain; from its opening pages Still Life embodies 
the full generosity of the human spirit. This vast, 
ambitious, galloping bear-hug of a book unashamedly 
celebrates love in all its many forms. $24.95 PB

The Book of Form and Emptiness by Ruth Ozeki
Quill & Quire’s Best of Fall fiction. A “Book” is the 
primary narrator of the novel, and much of it is set in a 
library; it has many wonderful things to impart about 
the nature of books and stories and how they can heal 
and nurture us. $34.95 HC
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Fiction
Beautiful World, Where Are You by Sally Rooney
International award winning author of Normal People 
gives us a new book about Alice and Eileen, two 
best friends approaching their thirties, and on very 
different trajectories. Her characters light up the page 
as we watch their desires love, and losses unfold. 

$32.00 HC

The Strangers by Katherena Vermette
An excellent companion to her bestselling debut The 
Break, Vermette’s second book, set in Winnipeg, 
brings readers into the dynamic world of a family 
of Métis women engaging with intergenerational 
struggles and trauma, finding a way forward and 
ultimately giving us a message of hope. $29.95 HC

Undersong by Kathleen Winter
A literary period drama to sink your teeth into! Step 
into the world of the William Wordsworth’s family 
as seen through the eyes of James Dixon, a local 
jack-of-all-trades, who is hired to keep an eye on 
Wordsworth’s brilliant sister Dorothy. $32.00 HC

Fight Night by Miriam Toews
Inspired by and dedicated to her own mother, Fight 
Night is a clear-eyed yet poignant love letter to the 
power of family, however we construct it. Narrated 
in the unforgettable voice of Swiv, a 9 year old girl. 
$29.95 HC

Probably Ruby by Lisa Bird-Wilson  
This audacious, brave and beautiful novel explores 
Indigenous women’s lives in a way that is 
empowering through the story of an adopted woman’s 
search for her identity. $29.95 HC

Go Tell the Bees That I Am Gone
by Diana Gabaldon
Yes! A new Outlander novel!! This is the eagerly 
awaited 9th book in the New York Times bestselling 
series. Catch up with the characters in this time-
traveling, romantic historical saga or discover them 
for the first time. $45.00 HC

August into Winter by Guy Vanderhaeghe  
The first novel in nearly a decade from the three-time 
Governor General’s Award-winning author of The 
Last Crossing. Get engrossed in this epic story of 
crime and retribution, of war and its long shadow and 
of the redemptive possibilities of love. $34.95 HC

The Magician by Colm Tóibín
Since the runaway success of the film adaptation of 
Brooklyn, even more readers have discovered Colm’s 
extraordinary novels. This new work also explores an 
historic setting – we follow the conflicted character 
of Thomas Mann as the Great War breaks out in 
Germany in 1914. $36.00 HC

Operation Angus by Terry Fallis
Finally! The long-awaited follow-up to the comic spy 
stories, The Best Laid Plans and The High Road. This 
is a madcap cloak-and-dagger adventure with humour 
and heart that will delight and entertain readers until 
the very last page. $22.00 PB

Bewilderment by Richard Powers
2021 BOOKER PRIZE NOMINEE. From the 
Pulitzer Prize-winning author of The Overstory, a 
powerful new novel about a father and son that asks 
an essential question: How can we tell our children 
the truth about this beautiful, imperiled planet? 
$32.00 HC

Binge: 60 stories to make your brain feel different 
by Douglas Coupland
Thirty years after Douglas Coupland broke the fiction 
mold and defined a generation with Generation 
X, he is back with Binge, 60 stories laced with his 
observational profundity about the way we live.  

$29.95 HC

The Winter Wives by Linden MacIntyre
Poignant, funny and at times shocking, The Winter 
Wives is a story about the hazards of memory, with 
a cracking great mystery at its heart. Don’t miss this 
thrilling new psychological drama from Scotiabank 
Giller Prize winner Linden MacIntyre. $34.95 HC

Oh William! by Elizabeth Strout
One of Sonia’s staff picks! Pulitzer Prize winner 
Elizabeth Strout explores the mysteries of marriage 
and the secrets we keep, as a former couple reckons 
with where they’ve come from—and what they’ve left 
behind. $36.00 HC

Apples Never Fall by Liane Moriarty
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of 
Big Little Lies, Australian author Moriarty’s next 
blockbuster novel is a high-wire act that blends 
marital drama, a long con, a potential murder — and 
competitive tennis. $35.99 HC

Cloud Cuckoo Land by Anthony Doerr
Many of us are eagerly reading this one! From the 
Pulitzer-Prize winning author of the bestselling and 
beloved All the Light We Cannot See comes a triumph 
of imagination and compassion, a beautiful and 
redemptive novel about stewardship—of the book, of 
the Earth, of the human heart. $39.99 HC

Damnation Spring by Ash Davidson
One of the most powerful, immersive, and gutting 
debuts in recent years. Set in 1977 in a coastal Pacific 
Northwest logging town, a community and the family 
at its centre faces imminent changes to their way of 
life. A timely read and highly recommended by staff. 
$37.00 HC
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The Bright Ages: A New History of Medieval 
Europe by Matthew Gabriele
A lively and magisterial popular history that 
refutes common misperceptions of the European 
Middle Ages, showing the beauty and communion 
that flourished alongside the dark brutality—a 
brilliant reflection of humanity itself. $36.99 HC

Planting the World: Joseph Banks and his 
Collectors: An Adventurous History of Botany
by Jordan Goodman 
The story of 18th century European botanists, their 
ships and voyages, united by the keen mind and 
extraordinary energy of Kew Gardens founder 
Joseph Banks. Goodman’s history of their rip-roaring global 
expeditions, based on original sources in many languages, 
gives a momentous account of how the discoveries made by 
Banks and his collectors advanced scientific understanding 
around the world. $21.99 PB

Pastoral Song: A Farmer’s Journey  
by James Rebanks
A gorgeous and enduring portrait of the 
regeneration of a traditional farm in England’s Lake 
District. Hailed as “a brilliant, beautiful book” by 
the Sunday Times (London) it tells us what it means 

to have love and pride in a place, and how, against all the odds, 
it may still be possible to build a new pastoral: not a utopia, but 
somewhere decent for us all. $35.99 HC

The White Ship: Conquest, Anarchy and the 
Wrecking of Henry I’s Dream by Charles Spencer
‘As gripping as any thriller. History doesn’t get any 
better than this’ BILL BRYSON. Told with verve 
and an exceptional eye for detail, this is the story 
of how a single catastrophe changed the course of 
British history forever. $34.99 HC

Out of the Sun: On Race and Storytelling  
by Esi Edugyan
The latest of the CBC Massey Lectures! Prize-
winning fiction writer from Victoria, Esi Edugyan, 
examines the depiction of Black histories in art, 
offering new perspectives to challenge the accepted 
narrative. $32.99 HC

The Library: A Fragile History  
by Andrew Pettegree
Perfect for book lovers, this is a fascinating 
exploration of the history of libraries and the 
people who built them, from the ancient world to 
the digital age. $44.00 HC

Blood Legacy: Reckoning With a Family’s Story 
of Slavery by Alex Renton
This is the story of a man who, with brutal honesty 
and crucially with attempts at reparation, examines 
his family’s involvement with slavery and how its 
lasting legacy informs the lives of the descendants of 
the slave owners and the descendants of the enslaved. 
$32.95 HC

The Lost Pianos of Siberia by Sophy Roberts
A sparkling debut. This is a brilliant travelogue 
set around an extraordinary search for the 
heart, soul and lost keyboards of Siberia. In this 
bleak, seductive landscape Roberts discovers a 
fascinatingly oddball group of characters who have 

kept these old pianos and their histories alive. $26.50 PB

Eight Days in May by Volker Ullrich 
The best-selling author of Hitler: Ascent and 
Hitler: Downfall reconstructs the last days of Nazi 
Germany, brilliantly evoking a surreal moment in 
history that gave ‘the impression of apocalypse on 
the one hand and of a new beginning on the other’. 
$38.95 HC

The History of Magic by Chris Gosden
A remarkable, unprecedented account of the role of 
magic in cultures both ancient and modern—from 
the first known horoscope to the power of tattoos. 
$27.99 PB

The Company by Stephen Bown
A thrilling new telling of the story of modern 
Canada’s origins through the lens of the Hudson’s 
Bay Company. Epic in scope and rich in well-drawn 
characters, it is now in paperback! $24.95 PB

The Urge by Carl Erik Fisher
An authoritative, illuminating, and deeply humane 
history of addiction, from ancient Greece to the 
present-day opioid crisis. Also a lighting of the way 
forward through how we address societal pain and 
trauma to construct sound government and health 

policies. Releases Jan. 2022  $35.00 HC
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The Gallery of Miracles and Madness: Insanity, 
Modernism, and Hitler’s War on Art  
by Charlie English 
A spellbinding, emotionally resonant tale of the 
untold story of Hitler’s war on “degenerate” artists 
and the mentally ill that served as a model for the 

Nazi regime’s ominous “Final Solution”. $37.00 HC

Operation Jubilee: Dieppe, 1942: The Folly and 
The Sacrifice by Patrick Bishop
A riveting and updated telling of the tragic Dieppe 
raid of 1942 using first-hand testimony and 
highlighting recently declassified source material 
from archives across several countries. $36.00 HC

Sapiens Volume II: A Graphic History  
by Yuval Harari 
The second graphic story in this epic history 
of humankind, based on historian Yuval Noah 
Harari’s internationally bestselling book Sapiens. 
$29.99 PB

The 1619 Project: A New Origin Story  
by Nikole Hannah-Jones  
A dramatic expansion of a groundbreaking work 
of journalism by The New York Times Magazine. 
Editor Hannah-Jones’ 624 page new book explores, 
through various contributors, the legacy of 
slavery in present-day America, illuminating key moments of 
oppression, struggle, and resistance. $51.00 HC

The Viking Heart by Arthur Herman
New York Times best-selling historian 
and Pulitzer Prize finalist Herman melds a 
compelling historical narrative with cutting-
edge archaeological and DNA research to form 
a sweeping epic of how the Vikings and their 
descendants have shaped history. $43.00 HC

The Writing of the Gods: The Race to Decode 
the Rosetta Stone by Edward Dolnick 
The surprising and compelling story of two rival 
geniuses in the race to unlock a lost language that 
baffled scholars for centuries – that of ancient 
Egypt’s hieroglyphs. $37.00 HC

Praying to the West: How Muslims Shaped the 
Americas by Omar Mouallem
Edmonton journalist Omar Mouallem travels to 
thirteen remarkable mosques from Quebec to 
Brazil, discovering the surprising history of their 
communities while exploring his own Muslim 

background. $34.99 HC

The World According to Dogs  
by Adrian Raeside
Helpfully translated from Dog to English by 
bestselling cartoonist Raeside, this humorous 
manual contains over 100 cartoons and helpful 
tips for improving human-canine relations, 
along with lots of laughs! $14.95 PB

A Carnival of Snackery: Diaries (2003-2020) 
by David Sedaris
There’s no right way to keep a diary, but if 
there’s an entertaining way, David Sedaris seems 
to have mastered it. In this second humorous 
volume (which began with the bestselling Theft 
By Finding) he reflects on nearly two decades of 
a life well-lived. $40.00 HC

All Over the Map by Ron James
This is a love letter to Canada with hilarious 
reminiscences of growing up in Nova Scotia, 
and James’ early struggles as an aspiring comic 
– a whole lot of funny on every page!  
$29.95 HC

Talking to Canadians by Rick Mercer
He’s back! After retiring his long-running show 
and enduring Covid-19 like the rest of us, this 
comic genius of current events has turned a 
literary spotlight on himself in this witty and well 
observed memoir. $32.95 HC

Everyone You Hate Is Going to Die 
by Daniel Sloss
One of this generation’s hottest and boldest 
young comedians presents a hilarious analysis of 
our dysfunctional relationships, and attempts to 
point us in the vague direction of sanity.  

$37.00 HC

The Vinyl Cafe Celebrates by Stuart McLean 
From Canada’s much-missed, nationally 
bestselling storyteller; a must-have collection 
featuring ten never-before-published stories and 
ten classic favourites including the Christmas 
classic “Dave Cooks the Turkey”. $34.00 HC
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Pax, Journey Home by Sara Pennypacker
Vivi loves this series! The long-awaited sequel 
to the to the #1 New York Times bestselling 
novel Pax; this is a gorgeously crafted, utterly 
compelling book about chosen families and the 
healing power of love with stunning illustrations 

by Caldecott Honoree Jon Klassen. $21.99 HC

The Wolf’s Curse by Jessica Vitalis
“Follow your heart; it’s as true as any compass out 
there.” Vitalis’s debut is a gorgeous literary fantasy 
about family, fate, and long-held traditions.  
$21.00 HC

Borders by Thomas King
Beloved Canadian author Thomas King’s first 
graphic novel brought to life by the singular 
vision of artist Natasha Donovan. It is a poignant 
depiction of the significance of a nation’s physical 
borders from an Indigenous perspective. $21.99 PB

Across the Desert by Dusti Bowling
One girl sets out on a journey across the Arizona 
desert to rescue a young pilot stranded after her 
plane crashes in this gripping adventure-story of 
survival and friendship. $22.99 HC

A Tale of Sorcery by Chris Colfer 
Perfect for Land of Stories fans! This is the 
thrilling third book in Chris Colfer’s newest Tale of 
Magic series. $23.99 HC

Pighearted by Alex Perry
Charlotte’s Web meets My Sister’s Keeper in 
this charming story told from the alternating 
perspectives of a boy with a fatal heart condition 
and the pig with the heart that could save his life. 
$22.99 HC

Witches of Brooklyn: What the Hex?  
by Sophie Escabasse
This bewitching second book in the middle-grade 
graphic novel series, Witches of Brooklyn,  captures 
what it means to be a friend and how growing up 
can be a little less scary if you throw some magic in 

the mix! $17.99 PB

Fast Pitch by Nic Stone
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Nic 
Stone comes a challenging and heartwarming 
coming-of-age story about a softball player looking 
to prove herself on and off the field. A grand slam 
of an adventure! $23.99 HC

Pony by R J Palacio 
The best-selling author of Wonder is back with an 
enthralling story about a boy on a quest to rescue 
his father, with only a ghost as his companion and 
a mysterious pony as his guide. $23.99 HC

The Great Bear: The Misewa Saga, Book Two  
by David A Robertson
A sequel to the excellent Barren Grounds, this 
second book in the Narnia-inspired Indigenous 
middle-grade fantasy series finds characters Eli 
and Morgan travelling back in time to journey once 
more to Misewa. $21.99 HC

Friends Forever by Shannon Hale
A story about learning to love yourself exactly as 
you are - reading this outstanding follow-up to the 
first two volumes is like getting a hug from a friend. 
It’s a must for graphic novel collections. $17.50 PB

InvestiGators: Ants in Our P.A.N.T.S.  
by John Patrick Green
Pun-driven silliness, great mysteries to solve, and 
simple cartooning with a kid-friendly flare! Book 
4 in the series has our sewer-loving secret agents 
bugging out to save the city from giant ants! Perfect 
for fans of Dog Man. $13.50 HC

Willodeen by Katherine Applegate
The earth is old and we are not, and that is all 
you must remember . . . Newberry medalist 
Applegate’s timely and engaging fantasy novel 
is about our fragile earth and a young girl’s 
determination to make a difference. $22.99 HC

Kristy and the Snobs by Ann M Martin
The 10th book in the graphic novel series adapted 
by Eisner-nominated artist Chan Chau. Find out 
what the club is up to this time when Kristy moves 
across town and finds out that the kids there aren’t 
very friendly. In fact, they’re snobs! But if anyone 
can put them in their place, it’s the Baby-sitters Club!  
$16.99 PB

Squirrel Do Bad by Stephan Pastis
A new graphic novel series from the cartoonist of 
Pearls Before Swine set in a wacky town full of 
quirky characters, packed with laughs and perfect 
for young readers starting to read longer books. 

$17.99 PB
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The Storm of Echoes by Christelle Dabos
This is the gripping finale to the international 
best-selling Mirror Visitor saga. If you have yet 
to experience this exceptional YA series, imagine 
a hallucinatory marriage of Pride and Prejudice 
and A Game of Thrones with a little Harry Potter 

thrown in! $28.95 HC

You’ll Be the Death of Me  
by Karen M McManus  
From the author of One of Us Is Lying comes a 
brand-new pulse-pounding thriller. It is “Ferris 
Bueller’s Day Off” with murder when three 
old friends relive an epic ditch day, and it goes 
horribly—and fatally—wrong. $25.99 HC

Walking in Two Worlds by Wab Kinew
An Indigenous teen girl is caught between two 
worlds, both real and virtual, in the YA fantasy 
debut from bestselling Indigenous author Wab 
Kinew. Perfect for fans of Ready Player One. 
$21.99 HC

Hunting by Stars by Cherie Dimaline
The thrilling follow-up to the bestselling, award-
winning novel The Marrow Thieves, about a 
dystopian world where the Indigenous people of 
North America are being hunted for their bone 
marrow and ability to dream. “A timely and 
necessary read…powerful and endlessly smart, it’s a crucial 
work of fiction for people of all ages.”—Starred Review, 
Quill & Quire $16.99 PB

Once Upon a Broken Heart by Stephanie Garber
This marks the launch of a new series about fairy 
tale intrigue, tangled romance, and forbidden 
magic from Stephanie Garber, the #1 New York 
Times bestselling author of Caraval. $25.99 HC

The Last Legacy by Adrienne Young
The bestselling author of the Reese’s Book Club 
pick Fable returns with a captivating standalone 
historical fantasy set in the same world; about 
family and blood ties, reinventing yourself, 
controlling your own destiny and, of course, 
romance! $25.99 HC

Our Violent Ends by Chloe Gong 
The heart-stopping sequel to These Violent 
Delights, an imaginative Romeo and Juliet 
retelling set in 1920s Shanghai, replete with rival 
gangs and a monster in the depths of the Huangpu 
River. $24.99 HC

Aristotle and Dante Dive into the Waters of the 
World by Benjamin Alire Saenz
The highly anticipated sequel to the critically 
acclaimed, multiple award-winning novel 
Aristotle and Dante Discover the Secrets of the 
Universe. Aristotle and Dante continue their 
journey to manhood in this achingly romantic, 

tender tale set against the backdrop of the 1980’s AIDS 
epidemic. $24.99 HC

Roxy by Neal Shusterman 
One of Dana’s staff picks for teens! Gritty and 
unflinching, this page-turning thriller portrays 
the opioid crisis in a way readers can feel and 
understand. From the father/son team that wrote 
the bestseller Dry. $24.99 HC

Out of My Heart by Sharon M Draper
Melody faces her fears to follow her passion in 
this stunning and highly anticipated sequel to the 
acclaimed, New York Times bestselling middle 
grade novel Out of My Mind.  $22.99 HC
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Aaron Slater, Illustrator by Andrea Beaty 
A young boy loves stories but reading and writing 
eludes him. Everything just looks like squiggles! He 
is sure his dream of being a storyteller is out of reach 
. . . until inspiration strikes, and Aaron finds a way to 

spin a tale in a way that is uniquely his. $23.99 HC

Grandfather Bowhead, Tell Me a Story   
by Aviaq Johnston
One of Dana’s picks for the season! Richly 
illustrated and beautifully told, this heartwarming 
whale tale shows the wondrous love of a 
grandparent for his grandchild…Tender words of affection are 
perfect for sharing with your special young person. $17.95 HC

Return of the Underwear Dragon  
by Scott Rothman
In this sequel to the hilarious picture book Attack 
of the Underwear Dragon, brave Sir Cole teaches 
his former sworn enemy to read. $23.99 HC

A Thing Called Snow by Yuval Zommer 
This is a charming holiday story that feels instantly 
classic. In this follow-up to the holiday hit The Tree 
That’s Meant to Be, a fox and hare discover the 
magic of a first winter snowfall. $23.99 HC

The Tiny Star by Mem Fox
“Mem Fox’s books are like a warm blanket; they 
have a way of making the world seem a little cosier.” 
--Sunday Age (Australia). A star falls to earth and 
becomes a baby. This tale of love and rebirth make it 
a perfect choice for the holiday season. $23.99 HC

Trees by Tony Johnston
Part poetry, part celebration of nature, each page of 
this exquisite and lyrical picture book brings readers 
deeper into the majestic world of trees. $23.99 HC

Negative Cat by Sophie Blackall
Cat lovers will relate to Max’s finicky habits and 
refusal to bend to any humans whims. An endearing 
and beautifully illustrated story, Max’s boy never 
judges or gives up on his contrary pet and reaps an 
unexpected reward for his perseverance! $23.99 HC

Narwhal’s School of Awesomeness by Ben Clanton
Narwhal and Jelly become the coolest teachers in the 
worldwide waters in the hilarious sixth book of this 
blockbuster graphic novel series! Great for young 
readers! $16.99 HC

Little Witch Hazel: A Year in the Forest  
by Phoebe Wahl
An earthy and beautiful collection of four stories that 
celebrate the seasons. Little Witch Hazel is a tiny 
witch who lives in the forest, helping creatures big 
and small. $24.99 HC

My First 100 Dinosaur Words by Chris Ferrie
It’s never too early to become a dino expert! Kids 
will love this very colourful and humourously 
illustrated board book with over 100 dinosaur words 
everyone should know. $9.99 BB

George and His Nighttime Friends  
by Seng Soun Ratanavanh
This is a lovely bedtime story about overcoming 
nighttime fears with the help an ensemble of 
endearing animals and magical dreams. The art within 
this picture book is simply stunning.  $26.95 HC

Construction Site: Road Crew, Coming 
Through! by Sherri Duskey Rinker
For kids that like things that go VROOoom! 
Playful rhyming text from the bestselling team 
behind the very popular Goodnight, Goodnight 
Construction Site. $24.99 HC

The Little Knight Who Saved the Day  
by Gilles Tibo
This very lively and beautifully illustrated picture 
book will take readers to a magical kingdom far 
away, humorously exploring the themes of pride and 
co-operation through the Little Knight’s adventures. 

$9.99 PB

The Very Cranky Bear Stories by Nick Bland
Five favourite stories from bestselling picture 
book creator Nick Bland, now all in one volume! 
Children will enjoy hearing the rhyming text 
aloud or just looking at the wonderful illustrations. 
$22.99 HC

Shop online 24/7 at volumeone.ca or call 250-748-1533 during store hours. Pickup in-store and curbside.10
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The Perfect Medicine by Brodie Ramin
Imagine a medicine that could make you live 
longer, healthier, happier, and stronger. What if that 
medicine was already right at your feet? Running is 
the miracle drug that can do all this and more — it is 
the perfect medicine. Dr. Ramin takes the reader on 

a personal journey of discovery, sharing strategies to get fit, run 
faster and improve mental health. $22.99 PB

100 Slopes of a Lifetime: The World’s  
Ultimate Ski and Snowboard Destinations  
by Gordy Megroz 
Grab your skis and boards! Let this comprehensive 
guide to the planet’s best ski and snowboarding 
experiences, filled with beautiful National 
Geographic photographs, inspire you to get out on the slopes! 
Includes local spots: Whistler, Blackcomb, Revelstoke, and Red 
Mountain. $44.00 HC

The Joy of Basketball: An Encyclopedia of the 
Modern Game by Ben Detrick
With vibrant graphic design and witty observations 
this subversive sports manifesto details the most 
incredible players in history, draft flops, brawls, 
scandals, the rapid evolution of contemporary 

gameplay, coaching, fashion, crime, tragic tales, memes, and the 
sacred Kardashian Blessing. $34.99 HC

Over the Boards by Hayley Wickenheiser
She is the greatest Women’s Hockey Player of all 
time. The winner of four gold medals, and seven 
world championships for her country. This is her 
inspiring story, and the hard-won lessons she has 
learned along the way. $29.95 HC

The Whisper on the Night Wind  
by Adam Shoalts
A spine-tingling adventure that is stranger than 
fiction. Modern-day Canadian explorer and an 
expert on wilderness folklore, Shoalts follows the 
trail of a strange haunting from a century ago in 
what is now a ghost town in the Mealy Mountains 
of central Labrador. $32.95 HC

All In: An Autobiography by Billie Jean King 
An inspiring and intimate self-portrait of the 
champion of equality that encompasses her 
brilliant tennis career, unwavering activism, and an 
ongoing commitment to fairness and social justice. 
$40.00 HC

Make Your Next Shot Your Best Shot: The 
Secret to Playing Great Golf by Bob Rotella
Discover how to reach your greatest potential 
in golf by focusing only on the shot in front of 
you—nothing before or after—with the world’s 
preeminent sport psychologist, Dr. Rotella. 
$36.00 HC
 

No One Wins Alone by Mark Messier
Hockey Fans! For the first time, the legendary Hall 
of Fame hockey player and six-time Stanley Cup 
champion tells the inspiring and much-anticipated 
story of his life and career. $39.99 HC
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Shop online 24/7 at volumeone.ca or call 250-748-1533 during store hours. Pickup in-store and curbside.

Together: Memorable Meals Made Easy 
by Jamie Oliver
Our staff member Mel’s favourite TV & 
YouTube Chef! Inspirational but always 
practical, Together is about comfort, celebration, 
creating new memories and, above all, sharing 

fantastic food with the ones you love. $42.00 HC

Ramsay in 10 by Gordon Ramsay
Chef Ramsay wants you to cook with confidence! 
Packed with recipes that are max 10 minutes to 
prep and 10 minutes to cook, Ramsay in 10 is 
your new everyday cookbook. $40.00 HC

The Buddhist Chef’s Vegan Comfort Cooking 
by Jean-Philippe Cyr
Whether you are a long-time vegan, or just 
looking to add more meat-free/dairy-free 
meals to your repertoire, this new cookbook of 
over 75 easy and delicious recipes is inspired 

by the comfort foods the author enjoyed cooking with his 
grandmother while growing up. $29.95 PB

Joshua Weissman: An Unapologetic 
Cookbook by Joshua Weissman
You are the master of your own kitchen and 
Joshua Weissman wants you to know it. With 
no regrets or excuses he will inspire you to 
your goal - with his irreverent humor, a little bit 
of light razzing, and over 100 perfectly delectable recipes. 
$39.00 HC

Ottolenghi Test Kitchen: Shelf Love 
by Noor Murad
From the New York Times bestselling author and 
his superteam of chefs, this book aimed at using 
up common food items you may have in your 
house includes 86 irresistible recipes for relaxed, 

flexible home cooking that will bring the love to every shelf in 
your pantry, fridge, and freezer. $37.50 PB

Hearth & Home by Lynn Crawford
Cook together and eat together—it just doesn’t 
get any better than that! Filled with mouth-
watering food photography throughout, this is the 
perfect gift for cooks and foodies. $40.00 HC

Once Upon a Chef: Weeknight/Weekend 
by Jennifer Segal
Organizing meals by weekend and weeknight 
fare, Jennifer’s recipes are welcoming, vibrant, 
and most importantly, doable! With mouth-

watering photographs throughout, Jenn has family favourites 
covered! $42.50 HC

The Weekday Vegetarians by Jenny Rosenstrach
You don’t need to be a vegetarian to eat like 
one! With over 100 recipes, the New York Times 
bestselling author of Dinner: A Love Story and her 
family adopt a “weekday vegetarian” mentality 
and show us all that we can too! $42.50 HC

Island Eats by Dawn Postnikoff
A foodie tour of our Island that you can do from 
your kitchen! Featuring 40 locally-minded top 
chefs from Vancouver Island and the Gulf Islands 
with more than 80 signature dishes + beautiful 
photographs. $38.99 HC

Taste: My Life Through Food by Stanley Tucci 
With his signature stylish aplomb, award-winning 
actor and food obsessive Stanley Tucci gives us 
an intimate and charming memoir of his life in 
and out of the kitchen. $37.00 HC 

Gastro Obscura by Dylan Thuras 
Lavishly illustrated & organized by country - with 
a huge section on Canada - this guide transforms 
our sense of what people around the world eat 
and drink. Dip in & dip out to allow yourself a 
great adventure from the comfort of your kitchen. 

$55.00 HC

Little Prairie Book of Berries  
by Sheryl Normandeau 
Haskaps! Sea buckthorn! Saskatoons! 
Chokecherries! With illustrations so lovely you’ll 
want to put them on your kitchen wall this little 
book with 65 recipes is all about berries including 
how to forage for and preserve them. $25.00 PB

Follow volumeonebookstore on Facebook and Instagram for daily new releases, best sellers and timely reads.  
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Shop from your couch
Order from our website or talk to one of our

booksellers over the phone. We are here to help!
volumeone.ca  |  250-748-1533

Art of the Northwest Coast by Aldona Jonaitis
A new edition of the seminal overview of 
Indigenous art from Puget Sound to Haida Gwaii 
to Alaska, proceeding from the prehistoric to new 
contemporary artisans. $38.95 PB

Off Grid: Nature powered homes  
by Anna Minguet 
A self-sufficient home allows for a smaller 
carbon footprint and can even impart a new 
found sense of freedom! With different 
examples of off-grid lifestyles and alternative 
technologies this informative book is an inspirational 
resource for sustainable living in the 21st century. $39.95 HC

1000 Years of Joys and Sorrows by Ai Weiwei
In his widely anticipated memoir, Ai Weiwei-
-one of the world’s most famous artists and 
activists--tells a century-long epic tale of China 
through the story of his own extraordinary life 
and the legacy of his father, Ai Qing, the nation’s 
most celebrated poet. $39.95 HC

Gentrifier by Anne Elizabeth Moore
One of Sonia’s staff picks!  It describes a 
neighbourhood in Detroit after the 2008 
financial crisis.  This quirky memoir of 
community and capitalism takes on the thorny 
ethics of owning and selling property and racial 
and income divides, asking if anyone can ever 
really win when violence and profit are inextricably linked 
with market victory. $34.00 HC

House Planted: Choosing, Growing, and 
Styling the Perfect Plants for Your Space  
by Lisa Munoz
Green up your living space! Interior plant 
designer Lisa Muñoz guides you step by step 
and room by room through picking the perfect 

plant for the perfect spot and incorporating plants into your 
indoor decor. $22.99 HC

On Consolation: Finding Solace in Dark Times 
by Michael Ignatieff
Timely and profound philosophical meditations 
on how great figures in history, literature, music, 
and art searched for solace while facing tragedies 
and crises, from the internationally renowned 
Booker Prize-finalist Michael Ignatieff.  
$32.00 HC

The Dictionary of Obscure Sorrows 
by John Koenig
A truly original book in every sense of the word, 
it poetically defines emotions that we all feel but 
don’t have the words to express, until now—
from the creator of the popular online project of 
the same name. $26.99 HC

Collective Wisdom by Grace Bonney
An inspiring collection of insights & 
achievements from 100 trailblazing women 
Elders. With beautiful photos, it imparts a 
living, breathing sense of community and 
makes a fantastic gift for all ages. $45.00 HC

Art & Culture
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Shop online 24/7 at volumeone.ca or call 250-748-1533 during store hours. Pickup in-store and curbside.

Vanderbilt: The Rise and Fall of an American 
Dynasty by Anderson Cooper
Journalist Anderson Cooper chronicles the rise 
and fall of a legendary American dynasty—his 
mother’s family, the Vanderbilts. $37.00 HC

Bourdain: The Definitive Oral Biography
by Laurie Woolever
An unprecedented behind-the-scenes view 
into the life of the late chef, author and travel 
documentarian Bourdain from the people who 
knew him best. With a treasure trove of photos, 
this is a testament to the life of a remarkable man in the 
words of the people who shared his world. $36.99 HC

Those We Throw Away Are Diamonds 
 by Mondiant Dogon
Rarely do refugees get to tell their own stories. 
Mondiant faced the very worst of humanity and 
survived to advocate for displaced people around 
the world in this engaging and heartbreaking 

story of the global refugee crisis. He eloquently voices both 
their collective suffering and their shared dreams. $37.00 HC

The Dead Are Arising by Les Payne 
The definitive biography of Malcolm X.  This 
historic work, nearly three decades in the 
making, conjures a never-before-seen world 
of its protagonist and his efforts to overcome 
the obstacles of racism in America. Now in 
paperback. $28.95 PB

Orwell’s Roses by Rebecca Solnit
“In the year 1936 a writer planted roses.” So 
begins Solnit’s new book, a different perspective on 
a biography of writer George Orwell. It illuminates 
his love for the natural world and how it informed 
his lifetime commitments as a writer. $37.00 HC

Pluck by Donna Morrissey
A Newfoundland childhood story. This inspiring 
and insightful memoir illustrates that even when 
you find yourself unravelling, you can find a way 
to spin the yarns that will save you--and delight 
readers everywhere. $24.95 PB

Off the Record by Peter Mansbridge 
This page turner is an intimate look at this well-
known Canadian journalist’s life behind the 
scenes with some of the world’s most fascinating 
news stories and engaging newsmakers of our 
lifetime. $39.99 HC

See No Stranger: A Memoir and Manifesto of 
Revolutionary Love by Valarie Kaur 
Now in paperback. Renowned Sikh activist, 
filmmaker, and civil rights lawyer, Kaur describes 
love as the call of our time; a joyful practice that 
extends in three directions - to others, to our 

opponents, and to ourselves. It enjoins us to see no stranger 
but instead look at others and say: You are a part of me I do 
not yet know. $24.00 PB

The Hidden Case of Ewan Forbes:  
And the Unwritten History of the Trans 
Experience by Zoe Playdon
A critical history of the transgender experience 
told through the fascinating life of an aristocratic 
Scottish trans man whose hidden 1968 legal case 
would have changed the lives of trans people 
across the world. $36.00 HC

She Come By It Natural: Dolly Parton and the 
Women Who Lived Her Songs by Sarah Smarsh
Bighearted, and culturally groundbreaking, 
this book looks at how this icon - through her 
songs and success—has embodied feminism for 
working-class women. A Time Top 100 Book of 
the Year, now in paperback! $22.00 PB

Biography
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A Line to Kill by Anthony Horowitz
Bestselling author of the brilliantly inventive 
literary whodunits featuring intrepid detectives 
Hawthorne and Horowitz (the author writes 
himself into his books!) returns with his third book 
in the series set at a literary festival on an idyllic 
island off the south coast of England.  $24.99 PB

The Less Dead by Denise Mina
She thought she was finding her birth mother.
Now she’s searching for a killer.
In this shocking thriller (from the author of 
the recent Reese Witherspoon book club pick, 
Conviction), a woman in crisis finds herself on the 
hunt for her own mother’s murderer. $22.99 PB

The Dark Hours by Michael Connelly
Has a killer lain dormant for years only to strike 
again on New Year’s Eve? LAPD Detective Renée 
Ballard and Harry Bosch team up to find justice for 
an innocent victim in the new thriller from #1 New 
York Times bestselling author Michael Connelly. 
$38.00 HC

Mr Cadmus by Peter Ackroyd
For fans of British mysteries! Two cousins reside 
in cottages one building apart in an idyllic English 
village but when a mysterious foreigner moves into 
the middle cottage, the safe monotony of their lives 
is shattered and mayhem ensues! $17.50 PB

1979 by Val McDermid
Val McDermid’s award-winning, internationally 
bestselling mystery novels have captivated readers 
for more than thirty years. In 1979, her first book 
in a suspenseful new series, McDermid returns to 
Scotland’s recent past with the story of Allie Burns, 
an investigative journalist whose work leads her 

into worlds of corruption, terror, and murder. $37.95 HC

The Heron’s Cry (Two Rivers #2)  
by Ann Cleeves
Ann Cleeves, New York Times bestselling author 
and creator of the Shetland and Vera series, returns 
to North Devon in The Heron’s Cry, the second 
book in the Two Rivers series featuring Detective 
Matthew Venn (following The Long Call). $25.99 PB

Something to Hide by Elizabeth George
Releasing in early January – pre-order your copy 
now! Detective Sergeant Barbara Havers and 
Detective Inspector Thomas Lynley are back in 
the next Lynley novel from #1 New York Times 
bestselling author Elizabeth George. $38.00 HC

Silverview by John le Carre
Published posthumously – In this last complete 
masterwork from the greatest spy novelist of our 
age, John le Carré tells the mesmerizing story of an 
encounter between innocence and experience and 
between public duty and private morals. $34.95 HC

The Man Who Died Twice by Richard Osman
The second gripping novel in the #1 internationally 
bestselling mystery series. Can our four friends 
catch the killer before the killer catches them?  
And will they find the diamonds, too? You should 
never put anything beyond the Thursday Murder 
Club! $35.00 HC

The Man with the Silver Saab 
by Alexander McCall Smith
Witty and clever as only McCall Smith can be …
This series is for more than McCall Smith’s legions 
of followers. Scan-fans will love its gentle send-
up of the beloved Nordic tropes and its smart plot 
lines. $34.00 HC

The Apollo Murders by Chris Hadfield
The #1 bestselling Canadian astronaut Chris 
Hadfield is back with an exceptional Cold War 
thriller from the dark heart of the Space Race. Strap 
in and count down for the ride of a lifetime.  
$36.00 HC

Dark Roads by Chevy Stevens
Acclaimed and beloved Canadian author (did you 
know she’s local!) is back and better than ever...
Dark Roads is a chilling, pulse-pounding thriller 
that also tugs at the heartstrings. Signed copies 
while they last! $24.99 PB

Denial by Beverley McLachlin
The former Chief Justice of Canada and #1 
bestselling author proves again that she knows the 
criminal mind and how to put it on the page in this 
new thriller starring tough-as-nails defense attorney 
Jilly Truitt. $24.99 PB

State of Terror  
by Louise Penny and Hilary Clinton
It’s here! The much anticipated high-stakes thriller 
from this dream writing duo combines Clinton’s 
expertise in world affairs with Penny’s expertise in 
suspense to make one great novel of international 
conspiracy and intrigue. $24.99 PB

Mystery / Thriller
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Living Planet: The Web of Life on Earth by 
David Attenborough 
With its focus on interdependent ecosystems 
this fascinating new edition of Attenborough’s 
seminal biography of our world includes all 
the most up-to-date discoveries of ecology 
and biology, as well as a full-colour 64-page 

photography section. $24.99 PB

Bees and Their Keepers: A Journey Through 
Seasons and Centuries by Lotte Moller 
In the tradition of Lars Mytting’s Norwegian 
Wood and filled with bee illustrations buzzing 
from cover to endpaper, the author shares 
her understanding of bees and bee lore from 
antiquity to the present in this gorgeous book for 
the beekeeper and general reader alike. $31.99 HC

The Last Winter: The Scientists, Adventurers, 
Journeymen, and Mavericks Trying to Save the 
World by Porter Fox
In this deeply researched, beautifully written, 
and adventure-filled book, journalist Porter 
Fox travels along the edge of the Northern 

Hemisphere’s snow line to track the scope of our changing 
climate. $35.00 HC

On Animals by Susan Orlean
With their parallel and unknowable lives, 
animals offer us relationships that exist in 
the realm of silence and mystery..  In a new 
collection, Susan Orlean gathers a lifetime of 
fascinating animal-human tales. $37.00 HC

Rationality by Steven Pinker
Can reading a book make you more rational? 
Can it help us understand why there is so 
much irrationality in the world? Steven Pinker, 
author of Enlightenment Now (Bill Gates’s 
“new favorite book of all time”) answers all the 
questions here. $42.00 HC

The Book of Hope by Jane Goodall
The second book in the Global Icons Series 
(which launched with the instant classic The 
Book of Joy) explores the need for hope in our 
times, through stories and thought-provoking 
dialogue with the world’s most famous living 
naturalist, Jane Goodall. $38.00 HC

Rivers Run Through Us by Eric B Taylor
In this engaging new work, Eric Taylor takes 
readers on a grand tour of 10 of North America’s 
more important river systems, exploring 
fundamental issues that illustrate the critical role 
each particular stream has had — and will have 
— in the human development of North America. 

$38.00 HC

Follow volumeonebookstore on Facebook and Instagram for daily new releases, best sellers and timely reads.  

Science and Nature

Every month or so, you’ll receive Top Picks 
by email. You’ll get around 20 of our very 

best book recommendations out of the 
hundreds of new books we get in every 

month, staff picks, events and news. Each 
issue will announce a lucky subscriber, 
selected at random, to win a new book!

We stock a wide  
selection of titles.

Special orders may be  
subject to availability  

from suppliers.

Sign up online for our  
Monthly Top Picks 
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